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Crazy weather

Posted by FirepotPete - 29 Jan 2013 19:16
_____________________________________

After Sunday night's freezing crud, clean up yesterday, rain today, 48* for a high, now we have more
rain/sleet coming tonight with up to 8&quot; of snow starting tomorrow morning into the night.
Then temps dive into the teens during daytime, below zero with winds for a few days.
Like the rest of the Midwest we could use the water, problem is the ground is frozen and we have deep
puddles the water can't seep in so it sits or runs off into the storm sewers and some evaps into the air.
If this changes over tonight with the temps around 30 and then 8&quot; of snow on top we are looking at
a big mess for a week or two and then depending on the spring thaw things could get nasty in a few
weeks.
Last winter I got two new (to me) snow throwers, wouldn't ya know very little snow.
This summer we put in a new double driveway, sidewalks, porch and steps, can't use any ice melt stuff
on it for a year, wouldn't ya know, ice up the ying yang this year.
Stay safe and warm.
============================================================================

Re: Crazy weather

Posted by AC - 01 Feb 2013 20:25
_____________________________________

FirepotPete wrote:
We got down to -7 this AM. -25 windchill. It's so cold I saw teenagers with their pants pulled all the way
up.

Thanks for the chuckle that is funny, power back on 1200 noon just like they said, everything appears to
be running good nothing fried.
============================================================================

Re: Crazy weather

Posted by FirepotPete - 01 Feb 2013 21:40
_____________________________________

Glad everything worked out and you're safe, equipment while expensive and a pain to replace can be
where life can't. Glad you got a little chuckle, I've got those teenagers right here so I saw it first hand.
============================================================================
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